Engaging the community with revegetation
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Overview

A

vongro Incorporated is a not-for-profit community-based
organisation promoting revegetation in Western Australia.
We revegetate cleared agricultural areas and encourage commercial
involvement with the aim of building a sustainable crop industry which
continues to support fragile bio-systems across Western Australia which
are made vulnerable by farming industries.
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The Issues

Inadequate Investment and
Research Development
• Further research is needed to ensure what
frameworks of large scale tree cropping are
commercially viable in the Avon River Basin
• Avongro needs to ensure industry groups involved
are adequately resourced to speed up the
commercialisation and ensure wide scale adoption
in the area
• The effectiveness of biodiversity planting benefits
in the Wheatbelt needs to be determined
• Integration of biodiversity and cropping
(Sandalwood) needs to be researched
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Today’s industrial landscape and changing climates have
given rise to degraded land areas and affected wildlife
numbers.

Loss of Biodiversity

Erosion

• Only 13.2% of Avon River Basin’s original natural
vegetation remains due to exentive clearing, and
remaining areas are largely degraded and involve
isolated patches1
• Remnant natural vegetation is contained in reserves
(7.5%) and on private land (5.7%)2
• This remnant vegetation is insufficient to support
biodiversity systems or traditional forestry
• Farm forestry provides the opportunity to link this
remaining vegetation using belts or ‘corridors’ of
productive tree crop species to house existing wildlife
species

• Erosion occurs through both wind and water
• Erosion can contribute to nutrient export, reducing
soil fertility and causing eutrophication of waterways
• Biodiversity planting and tree crops can provide a
barrier to control and reduce wind erosion
• Water erosion can be controlled by installing surface
water harvesting systems which are often combined
with trees

Climate Change

Declining populations

Salinity

• Greenhouse gas emissions have risen steeply during
recent decades contributing to global warming and
melting ice caps
• The hothouse effect is bringing changes to our
landscapes particularly in South West Australia where
rainfall has reduced significantly since the 1970s
• Biodiversity planting and tree crops provides a means
of reducing these impacts through sequestering
carbon from the atmosphere while rehabiliting
unproductive lands

• The Avon River Basin’s population is declining due to
an ageing population and as young families leave for
education of their children
• The young population is declining as family farming
becomes corporatised, more financially risky,
employment opportunities become limited and their
peers move away
• Tree crops have the potential to provide secure ongoing
employment opportunities throughout the planning,
seeding, planting, care and harvesting stages

• High salinisation of soils and water resources are
of major concern in the Avon River Basin
• Extensive clearing of deep-rooted vegetation and
the replacement with shallow rooted annual crops
has caused a massive hydrological imbalance
• Currently 5.3% of agricultural land is severely
affected by salinity. This is predicted to increase
to more than 27% if the issue is not addressed.3
• Tree planting aids to halt the spread of salinity

Wheatbelt Natural Resource Management (2014), Biodiversity Summary, p.11
Galloway, P. (2006), Natural resource management issues in the Avon River basin. Department of
Agriculture and Food, Western Australia, Perth (Report 288), p. 11
1-2
3
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Our Vision
Our vision
The natural environment is valued and supported through biodiversity
plantings and sustainable tree crops that are integrated with land-use
systems, supporting resilience in Western Australian communities.
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Protect and enhance
the environment

Our objectives

through awareness raising and
tree plantings

Our mission will be achieved through five primary
objectives.

1.

Protecting and enhancing the environment by
increasing the awareness and adoption of biodiversity
plantings and tree crops as integral parts of addressing
landscape management issues

2.

Investigate, encourage and support diverse
and vertically integrated tree crop industries of
sufficient scale to achieve environmental, economic and
social outcomes in agricultural areas of Western Australia.

3.

Facilitate activities that support environmental,
social and economic resilience for all sectors of
Western Australian society.

4.

5.

Facilitate appropriate education and training
programs and resources for farmers, tree growers,
individuals and organisations within the wider community.
To form partnerships with like-minded organisations to
achieve our objectives.

Form partnerships
with others
to achieve our objectives

Facilitate
education and
training programs
and resources
to support the community

Expand and
diversify existing tree
crop industries
to ensure sustainable
revegetation

Build environmental,
social and economic
resilience
for all sectors of Western
Australian society
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Project Outcomes
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Avongro has a significant role in improving economic, social
and environmental outcomes for rural communities of Western
Australia. Planting trees and shrubs both commercially and for
biodiversity can make a difference.

ECONOMIC

SOCIAL

• Providing a sustainable income stream to
support landowners
• Enhancing farm productivity through creation of
shelters, wind breaks and erosion control
• Educating landowners and organisations on
sustainable tree cropping practices

• Empowering members of the metropolitan and
rural communities to contribute to tree and
shrub planting across the Wheatbelt
• Promoting environment action, awareness and
responsibility

ENVIRONMENTAL

CULTURAL

• Planting trees and shrubs to improve the natural
landscape of the Wheatbelt
• Facilitating rehabilitation of degraded lands
• Extending and protecting areas of native
bushland habitat for animals and birds

• Engaging with Aboriginal communities in
tree and shrub planting, monitoring and
management
• Re-establishing communities through landscape
repair and ensuring a better future for many
more generations

Operations

		 Community
Avongro will engage with local communities to
encourage and facilitate revegetation programs.
Both metropolitan and rural communities will
be encouraged to participate in tree planting
activities, bringing people together and
increasing understanding of environmental
issues and of the plight of rural communities.

		Funding
Avongro will work with partners to raise the
necessary funds to achieve its aims. Avongro will
seek government and non-government grants
for community biodiversity planting and tree
crop research purposes. Avongro will establish
a Revolving Fund to attract funds to purchase,
repair and sell rural properties.

Tree and shrub
species
Avongro aims to use native species in
rehabilitation projects but also recognises that
commercial tree crops might be of non-native
species. Avongro believes any tree and shrub
planting in the environment introduced with care
into the landscape will improve the environment
and reduce existing degradation issues in the
wheatbelt and surrounding areas.

Land
Avongro will liaise and work with landowners
to identify appropriate planting sites for
both biodiversity and commercial tree crop
planting. Through the Revolving Fund Avongro
will purchase degraded land properties for
rehabilitation purposes.

		 Planting
Avongro will engage with commercial tree
planting operators to achieve large scale tree
planting programs while also engaging with
community groups to achieve smaller scale local
plantings to simultaneously provide education,
engagement and community activities while aiding
in protecting and restoring the environment.

Monitoring
Avongro will ensure monitoring of all planting
to achieve commercially required levels of plant
survival and up to 70% survival of biodiversity
planting activities. Avongro reserves the right
not to infill or replace seedling at its sole
discretion. 10% of all planting will be reserved
as insurance against failures where applicable.
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Maxi Programs

These programs establish the overarching target outcomes
for Avongro. Many smaller projects will be developed under
these programs.
Operations Matrix
Commercial
EASTERN WHEATBELT
EAST-WEST CONSERVATION CORRIDOR
ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES
ACTIVATE THE WHEATBELT
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Biodiversity

Community
Engagement

Our Programs
		EASTERN WHEATBELT

		

Avongro will work with eastern Wheatbelt land
owners and communities to encourage and
facilitate commercial and biodiversity tree and
shrub plantings to develop alternative income
streams and improve landforms. Avongro will
establish a revolving fund with funds raised to
purchase, protect and on-sell farmlands with a
conservation covenant attached to the land title to
protect natural bushland and rehabilitated lands.

Activate the Wheatbelt is an initiative for young
people that brings together rural and urban youth
for environmental activities like tree planting,
setting up regional centres to be led and guided by
young people, and providing practical training with
a real focus on hands-on creative projects to grow
community awareness and education in the sector.

		WORKING WITH

		ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES
Avongro aims to foster engagement with local
Aboriginal communities to achieve and consult on
it’s commercial and biodiversity programs, while
establishing working and training opportunities for
Aboriginal communities.

ACTIVATE THE WHEATBELT

Figure 1.

		EAST-WEST CONSERVATION
		CORRIDOR
Avongro will work with landowners and communities
to develop and rehabilitate a conservation corridor
extending east wards from Meckering to Merredin
and beyond. Such a large scale program will involve
commercial and community engagement plus the
willingness of landowners to commit to the program.
Activate the Wheatbelt, Men of the Trees and Rotary
will be strong participants in this program.
Figure 2.

Figure 1. ‘Avon River Basin’, Wheatbelt NRM. https://www.wheatbeltnrm.org.au/our-information/maps
Figure 2. ‘Wheatbelt Map Region’, Wheatbelt Development Commision. http://www.wheatbelt.wa.gov.
au/our-region/local-governments/
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Geoparks
Avongro and Geoparks

Granite Way, WA - Aspiring Geopark

Global Geoparks

Community-based

UNESCO Global Geoparks are areas of geological
heritage which hold natural, intangible, or
cultural significance.

Geoparks are increasingly managed by
community-based structures. They are
established through a bottom-up process
involving all relevant local and regional
stakeholders and authorities in the area, such
as land owners, community groups, tourism
providers, Indigenous people, and local
organisations.

They are managed with a holistic concept
of protection, education and sustainable
development towards and ultimate goal of
raising awareness and understanding of key
issues facing society, such as using our earth’s
resources sustainably, mitigating the effects of
climate change and reducing natural disasterrelated risks.

Avongro will encourage and participate in
establishing Geoparks across significant
landscapes in Western Australia. Avongro
supports Geoparks as a vehicle for community
and rural sustainable development.
There are many benefits to Geoparks:
• Community-led
• Local revenue through geotourism
• Experiential and connects people to the land
• Encourages education and awareness
• Supports conservation of environment

Aspiring
Geopark
Global
Geopark
Networking

Local concept
development

Over 120 Geoparks exist in over 33 countries
in the world, concentrated in China and Europe.
Management
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Tourist
infrastructure

Figure 3. Geodiversity on a Map (interactive), OneGeology. http://www.onegeology.
org/extra/geodiversity/map.html
Figure 3.

Activate the Wheatbelt
Avongro and Community

Gabbin Project

Engaging with the community is a significant
part of the direction of Avongro’s programs on
revegetation.

A property has been gifted to Avongro to be used to
become the event centre of Activate the Wheatbelt
and future Avongro activities where community
members and volunteers meet and participate in
tree planting. This is where the 20 Million Trees
project was initiated to establish a conservation
corridor for malleyfowl.

Activate the Wheatbelt is Avongro’s flagship
community-focused program connecting rural and
urban youth together while generating awareness
about environmental degradation and restoration.
Aboriginal elders and members from Avongro’s
partnered community groups are invited to give
talks and participate. Activate the Wheatbelt events
are held throughout the year and help raise funds
for Avongro initiatives.

Activate the Wheatbelt volunteers from all
generations and backgrounds come together
to plant as many as 26,000 trees per day. In
the evenings they enjoy live music, dancing, and
campfire songs and engage with Noongar elders
while they share their culture. The facilities include
a kitchen and showers as volunteers stay overnight.
Throughout the remainder of the lifespan of the
planted trees they are monitored and raised to
ensure survival. Malleefowl populations in the
region are also monitored, including fox trapping
to protect the endangered species.
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Governance & Structure

Avongro has an established corporate structure and rules
of operation which ensures financial and operational
accountability, while fulfilling it’s requirements as an
Incorporated not-for-profit association.

		Board

		Funds

A Board of experienced land and community
specialists will oversee the operations of
Avongro and will report to members annually at
its Annual General Meeting.

Avongro funds will be held in commercial banking
accounts. A conservation appeal for tax deductible
donations has been established with the National
Trust of Australia (WA), the treemission®
conservation appeal.

		Insurance
Avongro will maintain levels of insurance to
protect its Board, members and volunteers in
undertaking Avongro activities.

		Audit
Avongro maintains strict accountability and
audit requirements with quarterly reporting to
its Board and annual independent review of its
accounts.
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		Monitoring and
		Evaluation
Avongro will provide approved monitoring,
evaluation and reporting requirements to the Board
on a regular or as required basis.

Revolving Fund

A Revolving Fund will be used to
purchase, repair and sell land.
How it Works

Revolving Land
Fund

R E PA I R

P R OT E C T

SELL

BUY

A revolving fund will be set up where funds are
used to purchase property with degraded land
areas, which is rehabilitated with biodiversity
plantings, then on-sold with a conservation
covenant on the title to ensure the revegetated
land is maintained. In this framework commercial
activities can be used to ensure long-term
sustainable integration of biodiversity plantings
in the community. The proceeds from the sale
of properties are used over again to buy more
properties, repair and sell them, acting as
a social enterprise where any profits can go
towards maintaining other programs.

Property Management
and Rehabilitation

Bushland protected
Creeks and gullies rehabilitated
Poorly arable land rehabilitated
Good quality agricultural land
improved
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Grants, Partners & Sponsors

There are several ways that you can support
Avongro, tailored to the giving capacity of your
organisation.

Grants
Avongro has been awarded one-off grants
through local, state & federal governments and
independent organisations to go towards our
programs.
STATE LEVEL

NATIONAL LEVEL

Wheatbelt & State Natural Resource Management

Natural Resource Management

30,000				

June 2015

Frankia and Casuarina obesa trials
With the joint support from local and state NRM, Avongro
was able to trial a way to increase commercial viability
for landholders of native timber crops on saline land by
inoculating swamp sheoak seedlings with the nitrogenfixing bacteria Frankia in the months before planting.
Two trial sites at Aldersyde and Goomalling in saline
farmland were established in 2015. Following the planting
of 5 provenances of swamp sheoak results were mixed,
demonstrating that not all Swamp sheoak provenances
selected were suitable for planting on highly saline soil.
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Here are some examples of grants and the scale
of impact they can help us achieve:

40,000

July 2016

20 Million Trees
This project was the start of a 10-year mission to
provide continuous habitat corridors for the vulnerable
Leipoa ocellata (mallee fowl) species known to inhabit
three neighbouring 400 hectare reserves in the Eastern
Wheatbelt of WA. The project engaged the Perth and
Gabbin community through our Activate the Wheatbelt
program involving tree-planting and education awareness,
and implemented threat mitigation for mallee fowl and other
threatened species due to clearing of land and climate
change. 26,000 plants and 13,000 seeds were planted.

Partnerships

Sponsors

Our partners have allowed us to achieve things
that wouldn’t have been possible otherwise,
enabling our organisation to share resources
and information in mutual benefit.

Our sponsors have provided ongoing
financial support to enable operational
programs to eventuate, supporting forums
and workshops, seeing projects through
with us from ideation to farming of crops and
biodiversity planting by local communities.

Past partners include:

Sandalwood seeds from Mt Marshall

Local government authorities:
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Avongro Background
Publications
Avongro was formed in 2005 as an initiative under the Federal government program encouraging
commercial tree cropping in Australia. Avongro, representing the Avon River Basin, was one of five
Private Forestry Development Committees (PFDCs) in Western Australia, and 21 Nationally. Avongro
was supported by the Federal Government’s Natural Heritage Trust, State Government agencies and
the Avon Catchment Council’s Tree Crops for Sustainable Agriculture Program. However, as government
priorities changed over time Avongro has gradually transformed itself to look towards other means
of addressing environmental issues impacting the Wheatbelt, whilst maintaining its role in commercial
tree cropping. This includes facilitatating strategic biodiversity plantings to protect existing natural
vegetation, development of conservation corridors, research and education, and working directly with
metropolitan and rural communities to raise awareness about environmental issues.
Avongro has been successful in raising funds for forums, workshops, research and demonstrations
across the Avon River Basin and has participated with partners in many similar activities and events.
Avongro also has experience in managing projects delivered with the assistance of grants from both
Federal and State governments, as demonstrated by the following:
Caring for our Country, Natural Resource Management Grant
Design Your Future Grant
Community Grant, State Natural Resource Management
Casuarina Obesa & Nitrogen Fixing Frankia, Wheatbelt Natural Resource Management Grant
Tree Crops on Saline Land, Assessing the biodiversity and habitat value of Brushwood and Sandalwood
plantings, LotteryWest Grant
• Integrated Tree Crops in Sustainable Agriculture, Avon Catchment Council Grant
• ‘Greener Horizons’ DVD resource, Wheatbelt Natural Resource Management Grant
and many more.

•
•
•
•
•
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Establishment of Casuarina obesa
Provenances with Frankia on
Saline Avon Farmland (Aldersyde)

R. A. Hingston
April 2016

Establishment of Casuarina obesa
Provenances with Frankia on
Saline Avon Farmland (Goomalling)

R.A.Hingston
April 2016

This project was supported by funding from the Western Australian Government’s State NRM Program.

Bioenergy in the Avon
SEDO Project No. P588

The habitat value of indigenous
perennial tree crop systems in the
Western Australian Wheatbelt

Study Report for
AVONGRO

Enecon Pty Ltd
ABN 34 006 087 494

Suite 5, 651 Canterbury Rd (PO Box 175)
Surrey Hills, Victoria 3127, Australia
Tel: (61 3) 9895 1250

Fax:

(61 3) 9895 1299

EPL Job no. 0606 –14th September 2007
Issued: Rev 1 – Issued to Avongro

Dr. Aaron Gove
Dept. of Environment and Agriculture
Curtin University
Feb, 2012

Thank you for helping us achieve

Avongro has worked with the following key supporters and will continue to
achieve it’s programs with their generous support:

Our Supporters

avongro.com.au
avongrowa@gmail.com
© Avongro Incorporated 2017

